Cookie Policy
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This Cookie Policy has been adopted by Botguard OÜ, a private limited company established under the laws of the Republic of
Estonia, located at Pärnu mnt 22, 3.korrus Tallinn 10141, Estonia, and registered in the Estonian Commercial Register under
code 14847036.
This Cookie Policy is a part of and subject to our Terms of Service (“TOS”) and Privacy Policy. Accordingly, when you enter into
the TOS, you agree that you have read, understand, and agree that we can use cookie technology in accordance with this
Cookie Policy. If you do not agree or are not comfortable with any part of this Cookie Policy, you should not agree to the TOS
(including this Cookie Policy) and you may not use our websites and services.

1.

DEFINITIONS
In this Cookie Policy the following capitalized terms shall have the following meanings:
“Customer”

any private individual or legal entity other than Provider that uses the Service as an end
user, and not for the purposes of distribution or resale.

“Customer Data”

all data, content, and information including personal information owned, held, used or
created by Customer or on Customer's behalf that is stored using, or inputted into, the
Service.

“Provider”

Botguard OÜ, a private limited company established under the laws of the Republic of
Estonia, located at Pärnu mnt 22, 3.korrus Tallinn 10141, Estonia, and registered in the
Estonian Commercial Register under code 14847036, any of its subsidiaries or parent
undertakings.

“Portal”

the Provider’s website or any other website operated by Provider as a portal relating to
Service.

“Service”

the Portal based website cloud bot traffic management and protection service including
software technology.

2.

COOKIES
Provider stores cookies on your computer in order to collect certain aggregate data about Provider’s users and to
customize certain aspects of your Service experience. Provider may use cookies to perform tasks such as: monitoring
aggregate site usage metrics, storing and remembering your passwords (if you allow Provider to do so), storing account
and advertising preferences that you have set, and personalizing the services that Provider makes available to you.
Cookies enable Provider to customize and personalize your experience on the Portal, including the products and
promotions that are offered to you. Provider may use cookies to identify you and access your information stored on our
computers in order to deliver you a better and more personalized experience. Upon request, Provider may save your
"user name" so that you do not have to re-enter it every time you visit the Portal. In providing you with this service,
Provider uses cookies. Provider may use cookies to estimate Provider’s customer base and customer usage patterns.
Each browser accessing the Portal may use a unique cookie that is then used to determine the extent of repeat visits
and the customer activity during those visits. Provider may use the historical information to help target promotions
based on your interests and behavior, both specifically to you individually and on an aggregate basis with respect to all
Portal visitors. To find out which specific cookies the Portal uses at any given time, please perform a cookie check on
the Portal.
Third Party Cookies. Business partners that offer co-branded services and jointly-sponsored sweepstakes, contests and
promotions on the Portal, may use their own cookies. Provider has no control over those cookies, nor does these
Terms cover how your personal information contained in those cookies may be used or protected. If you have any
questions about the cookies of such third parties, or about the use of your personal information by such third parties,
you should contact the site administrator or web-master of the third party site.
You have a choice about cookies. In the event you do not wish to receive cookies, you may configure your web
browser, device or app to not accept cookies, to delete existing cookies or to notify you if a cookie is sent to your
device. You are free to decline cookies, but you may not be able to use all the features and the functionality of the
Portal if you do.

